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Q5.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(i) B lead chloride  (1)

(ii)

An explanation linking two of

strong (electrostatic)
forces of attraction

between oppositely
charged ions

so requires lot of
heat/energy to overcome
forces/break bonds

Any reference to
molecules/molecular/intermolecul
ar/covalent scores 0 marks

strong (ionic) bonds

positive and negative ions reject
charged atoms for this mark

ignore hard to melt/high
temperature needed

(2)

(iii) A description including

M1 add (dilute) nitric acid

Accept correct formulae

If use any other acid can score

(3)
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M2 add silver nitrate
(solution)

M3 forms white ppt/solid

M2 and M3

 

dependent on use of silver nitrate

Alternative method:

Electrolyse (1)

Chlorine formed (1)

Bleaches litmus/pH paper (1)
Ignore smell
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 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(i) B lead chloride  (1)

(ii)

An explanation linking two of

strong (electrostatic)
forces of attraction

between oppositely
charged ions

so requires lot of
heat/energy to overcome
forces/break bonds

Any reference to
molecules/molecular/intermolecul
ar/covalent scores 0 marks

strong (ionic) bonds

positive and negative ions reject
charged atoms for this mark

ignore hard to melt/high
temperature needed

(2)

(iii) A description including

M1 add (dilute) nitric acid

M2 add silver nitrate
(solution)

M3 forms white ppt/solid

Accept correct formulae

If use any other acid can score
M2 and M3

 

dependent on use of silver nitrate

Alternative method:

Electrolyse (1)

Chlorine formed (1)

Bleaches litmus/pH paper (1)
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Q10.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(i) C cations in a sea of electrons  (1)
(ii) (metals have) high melting point  

a lot of energy needed to
break/overcome (metallic) bonds

energy needed to
break/overcome strong (metallic)
bonds

Ignore references to boiling point
Reject reference to intermolecular
forces/covalent
(bonds) /attraction between
ions/breaking ionic bonds/ breaking
covalent bonds

(1)

(iii) An explanation including two of the
following points

argon is inert/does not react/is
unreactive (1)

because it has 8 electrons in
its outer shell (1)

 

 

metals would react in/with
air/oxygen (1)

 

 

Ignore argon is in group 0/8 argon is a
noble gas
Ignore argon does not burn

does not {gain/lose/share} electrons

has a full outer shell (of electrons)

has a stable electron configuration

 

 

(2)
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argon will exclude air from
welding point (1)

form (metal) oxide

prevents oxidation
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 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(i) C cations in a sea of electrons  (1)
(ii) (metals have) high melting point  

a lot of energy needed to
break/overcome (metallic) bonds

energy needed to
break/overcome strong (metallic)
bonds

Ignore references to boiling point
Reject reference to intermolecular
forces/covalent
(bonds) /attraction between
ions/breaking ionic bonds/ breaking
covalent bonds

(1)

(iii) An explanation including two of the
following points

argon is inert/does not react/is
unreactive (1)

because it has 8 electrons in
its outer shell (1)

 

 

metals would react in/with
air/oxygen (1)

argon will exclude air from
welding point (1)

 

 

Ignore argon is in group 0/8 argon is a
noble gas
Ignore argon does not burn

does not {gain/lose/share} electrons

has a full outer shell (of electrons)

has a stable electron configuration

 

form (metal) oxide

prevents oxidation

 

(2)
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